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Fig 1. Recon Caravan leaving Park Headquarters

Fig 2. Right to left: David Jallo, Park Superintendent, Matt Bear, BSA Activities Director, 

Tim Otto, CCJ event chair. Other persons are Red Cross and Los Angeles County Fire 
Department personnel



Fig 3. Area for GERC radio operations is on a lawn area at the West Valley. Jim Dowdle has 
permission to park his motor home right on the grass!   Arrow roughly indicates the area we are 
assigned. Notice the two boys in red shirts playing on a slight upward slope, but the area behind 

them is very level.  In my opinion, despite the hill in the background we have been assigned a 
very good location. There is much more room than is apparent in the photo. Also see the arrow 

on event map (Fig 4 & 5) below.





Fig 5. Close up of event map.  I am not sure what event is planned for the “range” area just 
north of the radio station we have been assigned. Hopefully it is not a shooting range or an 

archery range!  



Fig 6. This view is facing to the North West. We must be careful about pounding stakes in the 
ground more than twelve inches because of irrigation pipes. We don’t want any GERC hams to 

get the 

“25 OHM AWARD” for 2010 and a repair bill from Los Angeles County! 



Fig 7. This view faces North. Notice the power lines overhead that we must avoid being under.



Fig 8. This is the picnic pad on the West end of our assigned area. See map enlargement.



Fig 9. This view is facing East. Notice the picnic table at right end of our assigned area. See event map.



Fig 10. This view, taken from the approximate location for our station is facing South West
toward the parking area.



Fig 11. All in all we are very impressed by the accommodations that the Scouts have given 
GERC, and look forward to seeing many of our hams friends there. This is going to be so much 

fun! 

73!

Mark, N7YLA


